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ABOUT VMWARE IT ACADEMY

As a technological club and an IT academy empowering the interests
of students in the Information Science and Engineering as well as
other branches, VMware IT Academy has the following to offer-

Vmware IT Academy Program (vITA) is designed to introduce students
to Virtulisation and Storage technologies and equip them with
technical skills needed for the modern IT world. As a VMWare IT
academy member, faculties and students have gained access to
technology and contents from VMware, to train students for the IT
world.

Faculty enablement or empowerment
Access to all VMware toolsCurriculums on Virtualization,
Devops, MDM and other technological advancements
VMware academic recognition for students (equivalent to
certification)
VMware vExperience (CoE)
Local student club including annual project competitions and
others.MOOC and other new offerings

Jackie Barker Weeks, Global Program Manager, VMware and Sachin
Kumar RS, Regioal Program Manager, VMware visit the campus and
review facilities, interact with academic faculty and the students. 
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VMWARE IT FORUM 2019

VMware IT Forum was aimed towards increasing relations and
opportunities between New Horizon College of Engineering and
VMware via the academic club VMware IT Academy.On  14 September
2019, Jackie Barker Weeks, Global Program Manager, VMware visited
the NHCE Campus and review facilities, interact with academic faculty
and the students. 
 
Starting off the day with scheduled meetings with the heads of
academic institution, the forum proceeded towards an interactive
session held at Chanakya Seminar Hall, NHCE, where Mr Vikas BO and
K,K Kavita along with academic professors from the Department of
Information Science and Engineering were present and delivered a
presentation on the collaborative efforts with VMware. 
 Jackie Barker Weeks, then went on to steer the discussion towards
students, which ended up proving quite resourceful and gave the
students key insights to performing better at a competitive industry.
 
Following afternoon, there was a visit to the VMware IT Academy,
Department of Information Science and Engineering to get a bigger
picture of how the club functioned and the courses offered by the lab.

Jackie Barker Weeks and Sachin Kumar RS visit the VMware IT Academy. 
 


